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Spatial Learning and Memory: Minireview
The Beginning of a Dream
Charles F. Stevens a particular environment so that the cell fires nerve im-
The Salk Institute pulses whenever the mouse (or rat) enters a particular
10010 North Torrey Pines Road part of its world, but not otherwise. For a given environ-
La Jolla, California 92037 ment—say the top of your desk—about half of the cells
in the hippocampus would be assigned a place as the
A dream of neurobiology is to understand all aspects mouse first explored your desktop. Each of these cells
of interesting and important cognitive phenomena—like would be linked to its own distinct place that occupies
memory—from the underlying molecular mechanisms only a small part of the environment, but taken together
through behavior. The dream comes closer to reality all of theplace cells would completelycover the environ-
with four papers in this issue of Cell. ment with some overlaps from cell to cell. For another
These papers have started to relate synaptic plasticity environment (your kitchen counter), about half of the
to neuronal activity and to learning. Here we see the cells would also be assigned a place, but not exactly
full range of analytic approaches, from state-of-the-art the same half of the cells as before. Thus a particular
molecular biology to the newest methods for recording cell might have a place near the telephone on you desk
nerve impulses from populations of neurons in behaving and near the coffee maker in your kitchen, whereas
mice. What the papers show is that changes in hippo- another cell might have a place near a pile of papers
campal place fields parallel a loss in spatial learning on your desk but no place at all in your kitchen. A hippo-
ability and a deficit in LTP and LTD observed in geneti- campal cell, then, will fire nerve impulses when the rat
cally modified mice. To understand the contributions is in some locations (say, a semicircle eight inches in
made by these papers, then, one must know what the diameter to the left of your telephone), but not fire at all
hippocampus is and what it is good for, what place in other locations. A cell’s “place field” refers to those
fields are, what spatial learning is, and what “LTP and parts of the environment where the cell fires when the
LTD” mean. The background for understanding these rat is there (the semicircle to the left of your telephone).
new results can be found in three remarkable findings Unfortunately, the map of place fields does not corre-
about the hippocampus. spond in any clear way to a map of the environment so
“Hippocampus” is Latin for “sea horse,” and early that adjacent cells in the hippocampus may have widely
anatomists gave this name to a part of the brain that is separated place fields, and cells with overlapping place
shaped something like a sea horse. All mammals have fields may be anatomically distant. For this reason, the
a readily recognizable hippocampus, and this structure
rodent hippocampus is said to form a “cognitive map”
occupies a considerable portion of the entire brain in
of the environment, which simply means that it is not a
small mammals like the rat. Fame first came to the hippo-
topological map but we do not know what kind of map
campus when it was discovered that a patient whose
it is.hippocampus had been removed bilaterally as a treat-
The third remarkable finding was that hippocampalment for intractable epilepsy could not form new memo-
synapses exhibit long-term potentiation (LTP) (Bliss andries of particular kinds (Scoville and Milner, 1957). This
Lomo, 1973) and long-term depression (LTD) (see Bearpatient, H. M. (who is still alive and lives in Boston),
and Malenka, 1994). Each synapse has a “strength”could learn new motor skills (like playing golf) but could
which is a measure of how big an effect that synapsenot learn new facts (like the rules for golf) or learn to
has on its postsynaptic cell. When a synapse is used inrecognize new people (like new golf partners). But he
an appropriate way (see below), it can become strongerremembered everything that happened before his oper-
(LTP) or weaker (LTD) and can maintain its new strengthation, so the hippocampus is required for laying down
for days or weeks. Although neuroscientists knownew memories but not for older memories that have
particular “appropriate ways” for changing synapticbeen “consolidated.” Animal studies have shown that
strength, the general conditions that give LTP and LTDthe rodent’s version of “facts and faces” is a cognitive
have not yet been discovered. For example, it is knownmap of their environment: a rat whose hippocampus has
that if a particular synapse isused rapidly and repeatedlybeen removed bilaterally cannot learn to find a platform
(say 20 times in 200 milliseconds), and if other synapseshidden beneath the surface of the water in a circular
on the same cell are simultaneously active, the synapsewater “maze,” whereas a normal rat quickly learns to
will become stronger, perhaps twice as strong, and re-swim directly to the platform no matter where it is placed
main at that strength for the duration of the experiment.in the water (Morris et al., 1982). Apparently, a clear
If the same synapse is used repeatedly but infrequentlymemory for where a rat is in its environment is the rodent
(say once per second for a minute) and without coactiva-equivalent of human “facts and faces,” and the hippo-
tion of other synapses, the synapse will become weakercampus is where this memory—or something necessary
(LTD). The strength of a synapse can be adjusted upfor it—is kept.
and down with LTP and LTD at will, and will remain atThe first remarkable finding about the hippocampus,
its last strength until it is readjusted.then, was that it is required for forming certain kinds of
Although neurobiologists have not discovered the ex-memories, spatial in rodents, facts and faces in us. The
act rules that will let them predict just how muchsecond remarkable finding was that rodent hippocam-
stronger or weaker a synapse will get with an arbitrarypal neurons are “place cells” (O’Keefe and Dostrovski,
stimulation pattern, the critical step in producing changes1971) . What this means is that individual nerve cells in
the hippocampus get assigned to specific “places” in in synaptic strength is known: LTP and LTD are both
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triggered by the inflow of calcium ions through NMDA In both instances, then, mutant mice have absent or
modified synaptic plasticity and are severely deficientreceptors, one of the two classes of postsynaptic ion
channels present at these glutamatergic synapses. The in spatial learning. Here is a situation where we can ask
if and how the place fields are changed. Indeed, bothother type of glutamate receptors present, the non-
NMDA receptors, support usual synaptic transmission groups find that, in parallel with the spatial memory
deficit, hippocampal place fields in the CA1 region arewhereas the NMDA receptors have unique properties
that make them appropriate for special types of synaptic modified. This is the firstevidence of the spatial learning/
computations and for triggering changes in synaptic place field link and the first indication that synaptic plas-
strength. One theory has been that a small amount of ticity is involved in the formation of place fields.
calcium influx leads to LTD and a large calcium influx Although both groups reach the same general conclu-
triggers LTP. Since the calcium influx through NMDA sion, significant differences between specific findings
receptors is the trigger for synaptic plasticity, one would are evident. Three points deserve special comment.
expect that an NMDA receptor antagonist (one of these First, both find that place fields are still present despite
is called AP-5) would block LTP, LTD, and spatial learn- the absence of spatial learning ability in these mice. The
ing in rodents. It does (Morris et al., 1986). continued existence of place cells in the mice studied
The idea, then, is that the hippocampus contains a by Rotenberg et al. might reflect the fact that synaptic
cognitive map, that memories of entities on this map plasticity is still possible in those animals, just altered.
are represented by place cells, and that the place fields The animals used by McHugh et al. may have place
are formed by LTP and LTD. Were this idea firmly estab- cells in the CA1 region that depend on the continued
lished, then the outlines of how one type of memory presence of normal place fields in the CA3 subregion
works would be defined and the next steps (molecular (no knockout here), the portion of the hippocampus that
mechanism of synaptic plasticity, formation and inter- provides the main input to CA1. Second, the largest
pretation of place fields, etc.) for realizing the molecules- effect found by the two groups is different. The main
to-behavior dream would be clear. The contribution of thing McHugh et al. found is that correlations between
the four papers in this issueof Cell is that they have taken the firing of cell pairs with overlapping place fields—
a large step forward towards establishing the cognitive such correlations are normally found in wild-type
map/place field/memory/synaptic plasticity connection. mice—is completely lost in the knockout mice. The most
The first thing that needs to be done to test this idea of prominent effect found by Rotenberg et al. is a decrease
how hippocampal memory works is to perturb synaptic in the total firing of place cells (McHugh et al. report no
plasticity and then to show that place fields are modified decrease in place cell firing). Third, McHugh et al. find
in parallel with the disruption of spatial learning. Two that place fields are stable—that is, the place fields are
different strategies were adopted for achieving this. unchanged with successive exposures to the test envi-
Tsien et al. (1996a [this issue of Cell]) used the Cre/loxP ronment—whereas Rotenberg et al. find a significant
recombination systemto delete NMDA receptor function instability. Further experiments clearly will be necessary
specifically in a subregion (a distinct subregion called to works out the differences between the findings.
“CA1”) in the hippocampus. Although the approach is This work is the start, not the end. But these first
general, the authors were fortunate that the 8.5 kb geno- links between synaptic plasticity, spatial memory, and
mic fragment (a regulatory portion of the (CaMKII gene hippocampal nerve cell activity show that neurobiolo-
expressed in forebrain) used for expression of the gists should be able to solve this hippocampal memory
transgene sometimes integrated only in certain cell problem and indicate that the solution will need a combi-
types; one of the cell types happened to be CA1 hippo- nation of gene manipulation, animal behavior studies,
campal pyramidal cells, the very ones that participate and the new methods for recording activity of neuronal
in synaptic plasticity and exhibit place fields. Thus the populations in behaving animals.
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